A Scalable and Reconfigurable 2.5D Integrated Multicore Processor on Silicon Interposer
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Abstract — This paper presents a novel 2.5D multicore processor which consists of 3 distinct silicon dies: a processor die with 8 MIPS-cores, a 16kB SRAM die, and an accelerator die for multimedia and communication applications. These dies are interconnected into multi-modes, like core-core (up to 32 cores), core-memory (4x storage capacity) and core-accelerator (4.4x speedup in H.264 decoder), to establish a scalable and reconfigurable platform with less tape-out die area cost. A pair of 8Gbps SerDes is custom designed for each of the 12 inter-die communication channels, achieving a 2.5D I/O bandwidth of 24GB/s. The processor was implemented in GF 65nm process, and operates at 500MHz under 1.2V supply, with 1.08W power dissipation.

Index Terms — 2.5D stacking, multicore processor, TSI, through-silicon interposer, SerDes, high bandwidth.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the technology scaling and design methodology improvement, number of processing cores has been increasing progressively on each die to scale performance while keeping power in check [1]. For homogeneous multi-core processor, it is usually implemented by layout copy for architectural expansion in an easy way, while lacking high performance in various situations. Yet, heterogeneous multicore are normally integrated with dedicated accelerators to outperform the former with a certain design complexity. This fact motivates us to explore a novel multicore architecture with the advantage of scalability and reconfigurability at low implementation cost.

In [2], a 2.5D system integration scheme is proposed, which integrates several partitioned dies side by side on a common substrate. And it greatly suits for our exploring architecture: adopting a processor die with 8 homogeneous MIPS cores as principal part and an off-chip memory die for capacity expansion, together with an accelerator die, which helps in faster kernel processing in multimedia and communication applications. The design effort focuses on implementing a high bandwidth and low latency reconfigurable interface between dies.

A growing number of scientific research and industrial products involving 2.5D technology have been announced in recent years. Academic papers exploited the design space in the enriched concept of heterogeneous integration and performed system modelling and simulation before 2011, in which year Xilinx released its industry-first product, which bonded 4 homogeneous FPGA slices onto a silicon interposer, increasing FPGA volume vastly [3]. During these years, research works reported on 2.5D system with physical implementation trickled in regarding several fields. In [4], an early prototype of integrated voltage regulator using 2.5D stacking for power inductor integration was presented with effective implementation of DVFS. Ref. [5] introduced a 2.5D heterogeneously integrated bio-sensing microsystem, well applied in multi-channel neural-sensing.

The 2.5D assembly of this work is implemented by silicon interposer with TSV (through-silicon via) and is to be manufactured by national center for advanced packaging (NCAP, China). As shown in Fig. 1, the flip-top dies are mounted on silicon interposer side by side with an array of micro-bumps (µ-bump). Some of the µ-bumps are interconnected by metal wire in RDLs (redistribution layers) for inter-die communication, which do not require large I/O pads, thus saving area, while others are linked to C4 bumps through TSVs, routing P/G and I/O signals for conventional BGA package. The way spread chips on makes 2.5D stacking outperform 3D vertically stacking mainly in terms of thermal dissipation.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The overview system architecture of the proposed 2.5D multicore processor is shown in Fig. 2. It basically has an
Apart from the reconfigurability of the interface, the design targets on low latency and high bandwidth of the inter-die communication, which will be explained in the following sections.

III. INTERFACE CIRCUITY BETWEEN DIES

The interface circuitry is a critical part in the 2.5D integrated system, and it is primarily dominated by the limitation of I/O resources for inter-die connection, since all the I/O cells (providing driver and ESD for package IO) and TRX modules ought to be routed to the landing metal block on the top layer (as shown in Fig. 7) for further bump-bonding. The octagonal metal block is drawn according to both the design rules of GF library and requirements of bump technology, with height, width and pitch of 75 μm, 75 μm and 160μm respectively. This size constraint limits the total number of landing metal block to 246 on multicore die, within which the number is reduced to 126 for conventional package bonding just to allocate more I/O resources to inter-die connection. As a result, only 5 TSI I/Os are available for one-way transmission, when allowing 12 bidirectional inter-die communication in parallel.

A. Digital Circuits

The overall interface circuitry between dies is illustrated in Fig. 3, in which the digital circuits are composed of asynchronous FIFO, digital Parallel-Serial & Serial-Parallel circuit, and error code detection & correction module. At system boot phase, the configuration register of “expansion mode” is initialized, together with “coordinate of router”. The 32-bits packetized data from double-layer NoC (at core-core expansion mode) or off-chip memory access (at core-memory expansion mode) is selected by a multiplexer, and then stored in an asynchronous FIFO for digital-analog clock domains isolation. Parallel-Serial (32-bits-8bits) and Serial-Parallel (8bits-32bits) logic circuits are inserted on the basis of the I/O quantity limitation. The 8-bits data is further transmitted through a pair of TSI differential channel at the speed of 8Gbps, handled by an analog SerDes. Along with the serialized data, 3 bits of control signals are separately transmitted – w_en, w_full, w_index: the first two are for FIFO write protocol, and the last one is for particular notification decided by designer.
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To solve the possible bits disorder problem at the output of Deserializer, a set of circuit is designed, which is always activated at the boot phase and then outputs data with corrected bits’ order by sending and detecting a serial of check code.

B. Custom-Designed TRX

The custom-designed TRX consists of 3 buffers driving low-speed control signals, as well as a SerDes transferring 8-bits data, the circuit of which is depicted in Fig. 4.

Firstly, the 8-bits input data provided at the transmitter is serialized. The serializer is designed using the D flip-flop followed by a multiplexer. A current-mode logic (CML) buffer drives the TSI-based transmission line (T-line). A voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is deployed to maintain the clock frequency, at which data is transmitted.

A sampler at the receiver is utilized to sample the received signals and convert them into digital signals. This is followed by a delay-locked loop (DLL) based clock-data recovery (CDR) circuit to de-skew the sampling clocks. Two exclusive-or (XOR) gates in Fig. 4 (inset right bottom figure) form a phase detector to judge the sampling clock position compared to input data and provide “early” pulse and “late” pulse. A charge-pump block converts these pulses into a variable voltage to control the DLL delay line, which can tune the delay phase of clocks and also provide feedback to the sampler.

The post-layout simulations show that the transmitter/receiver consumes a power of 15.2mW/7.1mW with a delay of 1.16ns/2.67ns separately at the speed of 8Gbps, and the delay of 2.5D TSI channel is 49.3ps in T-line model for the length of 3mm.

![Fig. 4. The circuit of custom-designed SerDes](image)

IV. EXTENDED MEMORY SYSTEM AND MANAGEMENT

All on/off-chip data memory blocks are shared by cores within the same cluster, and DMA operation is supported to transfer streaming data background between any-to-any on-chip memory and off-chip memory/accelerator, including across chips in core-core expansion mode. As illustrated in Fig. 5, all access requests from cores and DMAs are served by an arbiter with round-robin algorithm to avoid deadlock. On/off-chip SRAMs are further split into 0.5k word/bank, i.e. 2k byte/bank, to improve memory access bandwidth and shorten the critical timing path. The address coding starts from on-chip memory and then off-chip clockwise, extending cluster-shared storage space from 4k to 20k word.

The on-chip memory is utilized to store run-time program variables and synchronization flags between cores, due to its low access latency (one clock cycle for local, and two for remote), while the off-chip memory is for streaming data storage in embedded applications, whose large interface latency can be significantly hidden by DMA. Fig. 6 illustrates the local access latency to the off-chip memory, and it shows that DMA does not occupy pipeline time since it transfers data background once the special configuration instructions are executed. Besides, DMA requires less packet head and thus consumes less data transfer time. The DMA write/read saves up to 49.8% and 90.3% transfer time (latency) respectively at 512 words compared with pure instruction write/read.

As the data characteristic of our specific application is mostly continuous and stream-like, the various DMA mechanisms act as hardware prefetching triggered by special instruction. This cache-free memory hierarchy could avoid coherence issues and maintain system simplicity [7].
V. RESULTS

Fig. 7 presents the photo of the three dies and their characteristics obtained from post-layout simulation, since the manufactured dies are pending on 2.5D assembly by NCAP. To demonstrate the performance of this 2.5D integrated multicore processor, an H.264 intra decoder is mapped to 8 cores. By calling entropy decoder in off-chip accelerator die, which features coarse-grained and loosely coupled with pipeline, the decoder performance achieves 720p@34fps at 500MHz, which is 4.4x better than pure software solution, and also 1.7x better per core on average than its predecessor [6].

Additionally, a typical big data application - clustering algorithm is implemented by 4 cores basing on a 16000 point three-dimensional array of dataset, utilizing canopy method proposed in [8]. Simulation results show that after well-inserted DMA operations in accessing off-chip memory, the overall computational time has been reduced 43.8% compared to instruction read/write. Besides, it achieves 3.8x performance improvement after mapped into 16 cores when expanding an extra 8-cores processor, which exhibits the flexibility and scalability of the proposed 2.5D integrated architecture.

VI. CONCLUSION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT

This paper presents a 2.5D integrated multicore processor, which consists of 3 distinct silicon dies. They are flexible to be organized into various multi-chip systems to meet different application requirements, thus saving none recurring engineering (NRE) costs and shortening time-to-market. The multicore chip supports 12 way full-duplex communication in parallel, bringing the bandwidth up to 24GB/s. Simulation results show that the specific applications have achieved better performance owing to hardware acceleration, cores scaling, as well as software-aided DMA which significantly hides the interface latency.
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